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Foreword
At one time all planned events emerged organically from the needs and desires
of communities. But we now live in a world dominated by instrumentalism,
wherein events of all kinds are conceived as instruments of government policy,
corporate and industry strategy, entrepreneurs seeking profit, or the service
objectives of not-for-profit organisations.

Organizations and destinations bid aggressively to attract events for
their tourism and image-making value, while other events are created to fill
gaps in ever-larger and more ambitious portfolios of events. The consumers
of events have numerous choices, and indeed they expect their communities to offer a wide variety. Events of all kinds have been legitimatized as
essential ingredients in modern life.
Consequently, more and more stakeholders are involved in a complex
environment shaping both the goals and design of festivals, sports, business and entertainment events, leading to a heightened requirement for
professionalism in the events sector. These trends have been accompanied
by increasing scrutiny of events by the media, citizens, lobby groups, and
accountants representing funders and sponsors.
Events in the private sector must generate positive returns on investment, while those in the public sector, or receiving subsidies and support,
must be justified in terms of their demonstrable public good and long-term
legacies. Furthermore, there is an expectation that events will be green,
strategies will emphasize sustainability, health and safety standards will be
rigorously upheld, and corporations will behave in a responsible manner
with regard to the community and environment. What a challenge!
This book, Strategic Event Creation, is therefore a timely and important
contribution to the event-studies literature, and it should be required
reading for all those involved in the planning, design, operation and evaluation of events. The contributors use the catchphrase ‘outcome obsessed’
to describe a new philosophy, one that imposes new standards and procedures, reflecting strategy, professionalism and accountability. Strategy
must take into account the voices and needs of numerous stakeholders, and
event professionals must be conscious of their complex environment and
reflective concerning the outcomes of their actions.
Donald Getz, PhD, Professor Emeritus, The University of Calgary, author of

the following books: Festivals, Special Events and Tourism; Event Management
and Event Tourism; Event Studies; Event Tourism.
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Preface
Changes in the wider environment have triggered a new normal for event
creation. Heightened attendee expectations, a keener focus upon the return
required by funders and wider stakeholders, and, of course, an ever more
competitive event marketplace. Couple these with CSR, social media, globalisation and technology and the reasons event creation is now a strategic and
multilayered responsibility are clear.

Strategic Event Creation is the contemporary textbook that recognises
and articulates this changed reality for students and professionals. It
moves away from an older paradigm of simply ‘making events work’ and
managing inputs to show a sector that now needs to be: outcome obsessed,
stakeholder centric, strategically focused and driven by strategically aware
reflective professionals.
This text is based on a carefully designed framework which


Delivers a clear overview of the key principles



Integrates theory with industry voices, cases and the practitioner
perspective



Uses the lens of outcomes to anchor the role of inputs/processes/
decisions/budgets



Delivers clear learning summaries and highlights key questions for
reflection

The broadly based and experienced author team are widely engaged with
the events industry whose voice and insights inform the book throughout. It
is designed to move students and professionals beyond event organising to
Strategic Event Creation. As the event industry has progressed effective event
operations become a prerequisite to exist rather than a recipe to succeed.

It will be an essential text for students studying Events, Festival,
Conference and Exhibition Management at all levels, and also of significant
use to a wide range of students in Tourism, Hospitality and Marketing. The
practical ‘real world’ perspective means that it can help venue managers,
event creators (across many areas), experiential marketing professionals
and conference / training managers gain a broader understanding of the
business context in which they are competing.
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